A Storyboard for

LITTLE RED'S MOST UNUSUAL DAY
Little Red Riding Hood begins to tell a story.
She has to stop talking because Forest Ranger Dudley starts to sing.
He is brave, polite, and loves to take care of the forest.
Dudley is in love with Little Red’s mom. He says he’s big and brave, but he’s too scared to ask her to the Forest Ranger Ball. He decides to write her a letter and hide it in the basket of flowers for Little Red’s mom to find.
Little Red and Mom sing a beautiful song together.
Mom tells Little Red to go straight to Grandma’s house.
She should not pick berries on the way or talk to strangers.
Little Red meets the Big Bad Wolf on her way to Grandma’s house! Even though she’s not supposed to talk to strangers, she tells him she’s on her way to Grandma’s house. When the Big Bad Wolf howls, it scares Little Red and she runs away.
Just then, the Big Bad Wolf meets Dudley! The Wolf asks Dudley where Grandma lives. Dudley tells the wolf Grandma only opens her door for people she knows. The Big Bad Wolf wants to steal Dudley’s clothes. The wolf wants to dress up like Dudley so that Grandma will let him in her house!
Grandma is singing in her garden with her watering can. She wishes she had a boyfriend.
When Little Red arrives at Grandma’s house, she decides to leave the basket of flowers by the door. She wants to go pick berries in the woods even though Mom told her not to.
Grandma hears Little Red. When she opens the door, she sees the basket of flowers. She finds the letter from Forest Ranger Dudley! Grandma thinks Dudley wants to ask her to the Forest Ranger Ball!
The Wolf finds Grandma’s house and is wearing Forest Ranger Dudley’s clothes! Grandma thinks the Wolf is Dudley and tries to kiss him! The wolf chases Grandma and she hides in the broom closet.
Little Red knocks on Grandma’s door!
The wolf pretends to be Grandma. Little Red asks why Grandma has such big ears, eyes and teeth.
The Big Bad Wolf wants to eat Little Red!
He jumps out of the bed and chases her. Grandma runs out of the broom closet and chases the wolf with a broom!
When Dudley gets to Grandma’s house, he’s in his underwear! The wolf stole his clothes! Dudley knocks on the door and Grandma, Little Red, and the Wolf all hide in the bed.
Dudley sees Little Red, the Big Bad Wolf and Grandma all hiding in the bed. He pulls the covers off and they all start talking at once. Everyone is afraid they are going to be in trouble.
Just then, Mom knocks on Grandma’s door! Grandma, Little Red, the wolf, and Dudley all hide in the bed when they hear the knock! Mom pulls the covers off and finds everyone. Dudley tells Mom he left the letter in the basket of flowers for her. Dudley asks Mom to the dance! They almost kiss!
Dudley should have been brave and asked Mom to the dance at the beginning of the story. Little Red should have listened to her mom and shouldn’t have talked to strangers or stopped along the way to pick berries. We should always listen to our parents or an adult we trust and try to do the right thing! They make sure we stay safe!